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Overview 

Today’s always-on businesses must become more data-driven in order to succeed. Not only are they experiencing 

challenges related to storing, securing, and analyzing constantly growing data sets, but they are also dealing with end-user 

demands that have never been greater. Companies must look to modernize their enterprise applications to address the 

growing demands of the end-user, while at the same time providing IT with a simple, secure, and cost-effective way to 

increase agility, resiliency, and scalability. 

In an additional and separate set of challenges, organizations need to ensure they can maintain jurisdiction and strategic 

ownership of their own data. This is especially important when leveraging the public cloud. The last thing an organization 

wants is to be held hostage by its cloud provider, whether that’s due to a price increase, solution package change, or the 

service provider becoming a direct competitor. Organizations need autonomy over their data to enable portability, while 

also ensuring data compliance, data governance, and data sovereignty. 

Key Qualities of a Modern Data Platform 

Organizations looking to surpass (or at least keep up with) the competition need to select a data platform that can securely 

and efficiently manage mixed workloads, effortlessly handle data growth, and easily expand to encompass cloud-based 

applications. A modern data platform that addresses these requirements while also delivering on the data autonomy needs 

of an organization is essential. 

As such, organizations require a solid technological foundation in a database and underlying infrastructure that satisfies 

the needs of the business. And according to ESG research, 43% of decision makers report that one of their three top 

criteria for evaluating or selecting a database is that it be cloud-based.1 Additional database attributes that are deemed 

important by respondents include the ability to efficiently scale out across distributed parallel nodes, robust management 

capabilities, and in-memory processing for fast performance. For the underlying infrastructure, ESG research shows that 

the three most commonly cited attributes considered important for supporting database infrastructure include 

                                                           
1 Source: ESG Brief, Database Purchase Criteria, June 2017. 
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performance, security, and reliability (see Figure 1).2 Together these sets of attributes highlight what is required in a 

modern data platform.  

Figure 1.  Most Important Attributes of Underlying Systems and Infrastructure for Databases 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group 

DataStax Enterprise 6, Powering the Data Layer for the Right-now Enterprise  

DataStax is a leading provider of the always-on data layer for the right-now enterprise with the flexibility and speed of the 

cloud—providing customers with a contextual, always-on, real-time responsive, distributed, and scalable database for real-

time applications at cloud scale.  

The vendor recently announced the release of DataStax Enterprise (DSE) 6, which focuses on delivering a unified platform 

that improves performance and simplifies operation for hybrid cloud environments. With DSE 6, DataStax has extended 

DSE’s mixed workload and multi-model environment, combining additional components to deliver real-time insights with 

simple and efficient scaling. This means IT can spend less time managing and maintaining their infrastructures and more 

time on value-added initiatives.  

Built off Apache Cassandra, the open-source NoSQL database, DSE offers an always-on data platform that enables 

organizations to achieve data autonomy. And while the DataStax team remains a main contributor to the open-source 

version of Apache Cassandra, DSE 6 adds enterprise-class features to the open-source version of Apache Cassandra that 

will not be made available to the pure open-source version. 

With DSE 6, customers can choose to manage their own clusters, or let DataStax do it for them. This white glove service is 

delivered through DataStax operations services (customer success and professional services teams), and allows DataStax to 

manage deployments on-premises, in a hybrid cloud, in a public cloud, or at a managed service provider. 

                                                           
2 Source: ESG Research Survey, Enterprise Database Trends, January 2017. 
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Real-time Insights with Enhanced Performance and Advanced Security  

The DataStax Enterprise 6 release offers several new features and functionality: 

• Faster performance — Customers can enjoy twice the speed of Apache Cassandra with thread-per-core optimization. 

Advanced thread-per-core performance capabilities help organizations achieve the highest performance possible 

when adding supplementary compute capabilities to their nodes. This is particularly powerful in high compute node 

environments. 

• Simplified operations — First, the DSE 6 bulk loader is designed for faster and simpler loading of bulk data into DSE. 

Next, DSE 6 can automatically resolve data inconsistencies with little to no manual intervention with DSE NodeSync. 

And finally, the automation extends to repair operations, with DSE 6 providing easy and transparent “hands off” 

repairs. 

• Advanced security enhancements — DSE 6 offers privatized schemas that protect against unauthorized viewing of 

database schemas. There’s also no need for staff to access data to perform secure administration work and audits can 

be handled by role rather than by user. 

• Improved Spark integrations — The DSE Spark Connector offers increased performance and optimized enhancements; 

custom join strategies; implicit use of DSE search and Cassandra materialized views; structured streaming to 

Cassandra; and optimized partitioning of Spark datasets. Additionally, DSE provides fault tolerance and always-on 

support for Spark SQL via ODBC/JDBC. And finally, DSE 6 offers SQL-enabled capabilities via Spark, so that customers 

can use their existing solutions, eliminating the frustration, time, and expense of ripping and replacing. 

• Cassandra Query Language (CQL) enabled search — DSE 6 begins the path to DSE’s next-generation search, which will 

be embedded directly into the database, removing the need for additional resources/hardware for search operations, 

improving search performance, reducing resource overhead, automating configuration, supporting additional 

components like graph, and utilizing a single API (CQL) for all search. 

• Enhanced graph capabilities — Faster DSE Graph 6 performance, unification with DSE 6 analytics, and improved graph 

analytics enhance DSE graph capabilities. DataStax will also continue to leverage Apache Tinkerpop (of which DataStax 

serves as the primary contributor) as the graph computing framework for both graph databases (OLTP) and graph 

analytic systems (OLAP). 

The Bigger Truth 

Organizations need a new approach to data management that addresses the modern requirements of today’s always-on 

organizations. It’s more than data accessibility at all times from anywhere; it’s about ensuring the right data is available in a 

moment’s notice regardless of where it is located or how it needs to be consumed. As organizations modernize their 

applications to address these needs, they need a matching data platform that ensures optimal operations and interactions 

between the underlying infrastructure and modern applications regardless of data type, size, location, and speed. 

DataStax provides the much-needed data layer for the transformative organization that must operate at the speed of the 

business—real-time. Built on the scalable Apache Cassandra, DataStax Enterprise extends the benefits of Cassandra by 

offering a unified data platform to meet the enterprise-class needs of a modern business. In the latest release, DSE 6, 

DataStax continues to put the customer first by eliminating complexity through simplified and automated operations, 

improved performance, and enhanced security. Additionally, with continued support and enhancements to its graph, 

analytics, search, and cloud capabilities, DataStax ensures its constantly growing customer base remains smart, agile, and 

competitive. 
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